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Welcome to the Winter edition of our Inside Swenson newsletter. We are pleased to provide you with the latest
news and update you on some of the exciting happenings at Swenson.

SWENSON CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON

Swenson Advisors celebrated the holiday season with its annual Christmas luncheon at the
University Club atop Symphony Towers. Steve and Gail Austin welcomed the Swenson team and
their guests, as well as our service partners, Mance Creative, Barsa & Company and Primero
Systems. Primero’s two associates in Argentina also joined us virtually. Steve’s and Gail’s
grandchildren, Raul and Anastasia Gonzalez, distributed gifts to the guests, and Anastasia led
the group in singing “Have a Holly, Jolly Christmas.”
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SWENSON ADVISORS ONCE AGAIN RANKS IN THE
TOP 25 OF ACCOUNTING FIRMS IN SAN DIEGO

Swenson Advisors is pleased to once again be
in the top 25 firms on the San Diego Business
Journal’s annual list of the San Diego region’s
accounting firms. The firms are ranked by
number of local professionals as of
December 1, 2021.
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2021: “REAR-VIEW MIRROR”

2021
HIGHLIGHTS
•

2021 was another year of 20%+ growth for Swenson Advisors over 2020.

•

Accounting Day 2021 Accounting Day® was back “live” on October 25, 2021, for its 49th
Annual Event at San Diego’s Town & Country Hotel Convention Center. Accounting Day
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2021: “REAR-VIEW MIRROR” CONT.
2020 had been cancelled due to the Covid-19 Pandemic. Swenson Advisors was pleased to be
one of three Silver Sponsors and also presented two sessions (Swenson has been presenting
at Accounting Day for 15+ years):
•

“The Latest Lease Accounting Developments from the FASB and GASB”
Presenter: Steve Austin

•

“The Latest in Financial Fraud Cases and Effective Methods to Prevent It’”
Presenters: Steve Austin and Joel Colbourn

•

Steve Austin was named Alumnus of the Year for 2020
by Bob Jones University for his leadership in ethics in
accounting and his work with San Diego nonprofit, faithbased organizations. Bob Jones University, founded in
1927, is a Christian liberal arts university located in
Greenville, SC. Steve graduated with his accounting degree
from the University in 1974.

•

Western Seminary appointed Steve Austin Chair
of the Finance/Audit Committee.
Western Seminary is a private, evangelical, theological seminary
with campuses in Portland, Oregon; San Jose, California;
and
Sacramento, California. The Seminary is dedicated to “gospel-centered transformation,”
centering all learning and experience, both in and out of
the classroom, on the gospel.
Western Seminary serves as a catalyst and resource for spiritual transformation by providing,
with and for the church, advanced training for strategic ministry roles.
Degrees offered are Master of Arts (MA), Master of Divinity (M.Div.), and Master of Theology
(Th.M.), as well as Doctor of Intercultural Studies, Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.), and Doctor of
Education (Ed.D.). Western Seminary also has online-only degrees and programs and provides
non-credit classes through the Center for Leadership Development.

LEASE ACCOUNTING:
•

Swenson Advisors / AccountLeaseTM / Cresa are leading members of Integra
International®, and their 150 global offices and 6,000 personnel are able to offer
accounting, tax, and lease accounting anywhere in the world.

•

2021 was a year of new clients for AccountLeaseTM nationally as well as internationally
to client locations in Canada, the U.K., Australia and New Zealand.
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2021: “REAR-VIEW MIRROR” CONT.
•

Swenson published its sixth Lease Accounting article in the September issue of
Journal of Accountancy:

NEW ARTICLE:
Lease Accounting: Private Companies on
the Clock After Delay
September 9, 2021

Joel C. Colbourn, CPA, MBA; Stephen G. Austin, CPA,
MBA; and Jim LoPresti, MBA

PREVIOUS ARTICLES IN THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY
Pandemic Alters Lease Accounting Landscape
April 16, 2020 Stephen G. Austin, CPA, MBA; Joel C. Colbourn, CPA, MBA; Ane
Ohm, CPA; and Don Mitchell
Lease Accounting Standard Requires New Auditor Judgments
March 1, 2020 Stephen G. Austin, CPA, MBA; Joel C. Colbourn, CPA, MBA; Phillip
Doolittle; and Doug Renner
Hidden in Plain Sight: Accounting for Embedded Leases
September 19, 2019 Stephen G. Austin, CPA, MBA; Joel C. Colbourn, CPA, MBA;
and Kristen Gibbons
Lease Accounting: A Private Company Perspective
July 1, 2019 Stephen G. Austin, CPA, MBA; Michael G. Fraunces, J.D.;
and Alisia Scudder, CPA
Practical Considerations for Lease Accounting
November 21, 2017 Stephen Austin, CPA, MBA

Find these Journal of Accountancy articles at www.swensonadvisors.com
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2021: “REAR-VIEW MIRROR” CONT.
PUBLISHED INTERVIEWS:
10

SPECIAL REPORT: ACCOUNTING

JANUARY 25, 2021

Technology Lessons From
Coronavirus Pandemic
Firms Embrace Technology, Prepare For Tax Change
remotely. Although, it has been difficult
challenging mo- will play a significant role. The new tax
to cultivate and develop new personments early in changes are on the horizon but the exact
or more than a decade, some ac- al connections as well as deepen client
t h e y e a r. We plans remain unclear for now,” he said.
counting firms resisted shifting their relationships, Varga said. “The mental
ended up having
“We will continue to help our clients
critical data and IT
shift has been more challenging
one of the best better understand the new tax proposyears we’ve ever als, model their efsystems to the cloud. And
than the actual ability to work
had with all the fects on their comeven fewer firms supportfrom home,” he said.
changes taking panies, and advise
ed all of their employees
“COVID-19 has accelerated digplace and many them on how to
working remotely at the
ital transformation like no other
companies need- spend their time
same time.
internal company initiative ever
ing help with fi- and attention. Not
That all changed when
could,” said Robert Bruning, manPaul Nation
Senior Managing
the global pandemic took
aging partner of the San Diego
nancing,” he add- all proposals have
Director
hold in 2020. The stay-atoffice of Ernst & Young. “It is a
ed.
an equal chance
CBIZ MHM
home orders and quaranbusiness mandate that will only
of moving ahead,
tines forced many firms
continue to grow and be a prior- Pros and Cons of Remote Work
and some may
Robert Bruning
to figure out how to reity post-pandemic.”
Brad Gastineau, partner at Gatto not move ahead
Managing Partner
Cathy Gonzales
main operating when no
Pope and Walwick LLP, said a benefit quickly, if at all,”
Ernst & Young
San Diego Office
Industries
of the work-from-home model, is that said Bruning.
one could go to the office.
Managing Partner
it has provided people a new opportuAnd, in many cases, the changes had to Impacted Differently
Similar to Ernst
KPMG LLP
be made overnight.
The pandemic tested the financial sus- nity explore a different quality of life. & Young, many
The San Diego Business Journal had a tainability of public companies, forcing
“People no longer have to be tied firms are offering informative resources
chance to discuss accounting trends in- even healthy ones to manage cash amid to a particular employer’s city,” said including webcasts, tax alerts, research,
cluding shifting to a work-from-home en- slumping sales, social-distancing expen- Gastineau. “Some people want to work digital tracking tools to help clients
vironment, experiencing digital transfor- ditures, and disrupted supply chains.
exclusively from home and
stay well versed on the latest
mation, as well as preparing for changes
Michael Green, managing partner at we’re fine with that. We bechanges in tax law and the imin tax law with several of the region’s top Baker Tilly said, from a life science in- lieve we can still collaborate
plications for their businesses.
finance professionals.
dustry standpoint — without downplay- using technology, it’s actual“Obviously, with the change
ing the horrible situations caused by the ly allowed us to expand our
in administration, there’s
Digital Transformation
coronavirus — the overall life science reach and serve more clients.”
changes coming, no one necFirms that invested in technology en- industry has favored fairly well.
“I could a hybrid model in
essarily knows exactly what
ablement before the pandemic, were able
“In San Diego, whether it’s a vaccine, the near future where emthose are or when they’re goto pivot quickly
therapeutic or the diagnostic side of ployees can come into our ofing to come,” said Cathy Gonand find success
things, both clients and non-clients fice while still having a kind
zales, San Diego office manin a remote work
aging partner at KPMG LLP.
have been able to raise funding last of ‘work-from-home philosStephen Austin
setting with their
year,” said Green. “From venture fund- ophy,’ it makes a lot of sense,” Managing
“As a firm, we have an enPartner
clients, said Juli
ing to IPOs to PIPE offerings. There’s he added.
tire tax legislative team that’s
Swenson Advisors
Moran, San Dijust been a lot of money raised in the
Stephen Austin, managing
monitoring that daily basis.
LLP
ego marketplace
And as soon as the changes
life science space both in San Diego partner at Swenson Advisors
leader at Deloitte,
and outside of the region. It’s been very LLP in downtown San Diego, said the come out, we reach out to our clients to
who was newgood for the industry.”
remote setting offers several upsides discuss how it’s going to impact them
ly appointed to
Jamie Mason, managing partner at including spending less money on gas, and identify ways we can help and suplead the largest
BDO USA’s Carmel Valley office, said reduced car repairs, and even spending port them,” she added.
Juli Moran
and fastest grownot everyone in all areas are
less at the weekly dry cleanKevin Dusi, partner at Moss Adams,
San
Diego
Office
ing professional
experiencing the same imers. However, it has made it LLP said tax breaks for wealthy individMarketplace Leader
services firm in
pacts of the pandemic
more difficult on the busi- uals and companies will most likely be
Deloitte
January.
“Historically, manufacturness auditing side of things, going away at least partly. "A lot of the
“Those who invested in technology pri- ing industries and cities in the
he said.
reduced tax rates, especially in light of
or to the pandemic had an easier time Midwest are struggling a little
“Part of our job is to go all the funding that's gone toward varimeet our client and look ous COVID related support, I think there
moving into remote work,” said Mo- bit more. On the coasts we’re
ran. “We experienced no lack of deliv- doing pretty well, because
around to see what’s going is no way to maintain those low rates."
ery and quality. we’ve got a pretty heavy techon in their business and their
warehouses. The COVID re- Cultivating Culture and Talent
It’s a testament nology and life science presEven in a pandemic world, firms that
to our clients re- ence, which have been doing
strictions have kept us out of
siliency and the extraordinarily well througha client’s offices,” said Aus- continue to invest in their employees,
Jamie Mason
Managing Partner
technologies that out the pandemic.”
tin. “This past year we found work to cultivate a great culture from the
BDO USA
we have employed
“Some industries have done
that it was harder because of top down and find creative ways to better
over the last cou- very well and others have
all the restrictions on access support their employees will retain their
been horrible,” said Paul Nation, se- to the warehouses. It took longer to employees longer than those who don’t.
ple of years.”
Jerry Varga, of- nior managing director at CBIZ MHM. complete the process remotely than it
BDO’s Mason said aside from the busifice leader at RSM “For example the hospitality sector has would have taken working in the office.” ness aspect, focusing on the people elein San Diego, said been terribly impacted, whereas a lot of
ment is just as important as building a
Jerry Varga
his team has tran- other businesses have done well.”
Tax Changes Approaching
profitable organization.
San Diego Office
Ernst & Young’s Bruning, said as the
sitioned smooth“We ended up being very busy
“Not everyone has been impacted the
Leader
ly to working last year, after experiencing a lot of U.S. works to stabilize its economy. “Tax same with the pandemic. It’s important
RSM US

 By FRED GRIER

F

San Diego Business Journal (January 25, 2021): “Technology
Lessons from Coronavirus Pandemic”
Steve Austin was among the region’s top accounting
professionals interviewed and discussed the pros and cons
of working in a remote environment.

International Accounting Bulletin (February 2021):
“Reimagining the Accounting Industry’s Global Future”
The article featured interviews with some of the accounting
industry’s global executives regarding pandemic challenges.
Steve Austin addressed the challenges confronting the
Audit sector.

WEBINARS:
San Diego Rescue Mission Zoom Roundtable: “Leaving a Legacy Through Estate
Planning” (June 2, 2021) Steve Austin, as a panelist, discussed upcoming
proposed tax changes under the Biden administration.
The Knowledge Group Webinar (February 4, 2021): “The Road to Lease Accounting
Implementation” Steve Austin and Alison Weinbert-Fahey, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips,
were co-presenters.
The Knowledge Group Webinar (June 16, 2021): “GASB 87 Is Here . . .
What you Should Know” Steve Austin and Joel Colbourn were co-presenters.

Learn more at www.swensonadvisors.com
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2021: “REAR-VIEW MIRROR” CONT.
OTHER FIRM ACTIVITIES:

•

It was a great Sunday afternoon at Petco Park for the Swenson team, family and
friends. We enjoyed good food and good company as we watched an exciting game
from our private suite as the Padres played their last home game of the season vs.
the Atlanta Braves (who won the 2021 World Series).

•

Swenson Advisors sponsored Landon Cassill’s No. 4 car on February 27 in an exciting
race at NASCAR’S Homestead-Miami Raceway. Landon finished in 20th place,
and several thousand dollars in donations were raised in donations for the Swenson
Children’s Foundation.

•

SwenDay 2021 took place at Canine Companions. Swenson Advisors team members
joined with the Swenson Children’s Foundation to clean vans, make property
improvements and take pictures with the dogs.
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CLIENT SPOTLIGHT: 2
SAN DIEGO SQUARED (SD )

TO EMPOWER TOMORROW’S STEM LEADERS TODAY
STEM = Science + Technology + Engineering + Math
San Diego Squared (SD2) is a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) focused nonprofit community organization established to connect underrepresented San Diego students to
the power of STEM by providing access to education, mentorship, and the resources they need to
become integral as a source of talent and leadership. SD2 launched in April 2021 as a result of
the shared vision of its founders, Bill Rastetter and H. Puentes and the belief that incredible talent
can be found anywhere. SD2 works with the support of dedicated community partners to leverage
its resources and maximize its impact.
Some of the ways in which San Diego Squared is working to accomplish its goals are by offering
student scholarships, funding students’ school supplies and equipment, and providing funding for
housing and food while students are attending school and training.

“For us, it is about investing in students and building a network of advocates and
community leaders ready to work with them from the classroom to the board room.”
- Bill Rastetter, PhD, SD2 Founder and Chairman of the Board
“By building trust in underrepresented communities, securing long-term funding,
and innovative programming with community input and buy-in, we believe we can
make a difference in the lives of these students, in our companies, and in
our community.”
- H. Puentes, SD2 Co-Founder & Board Member, Executive Director
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WELCOMING RAMON VALDIVIA
TO OUR TEAM
Ramon Valdivia has joined the Swenson Advisors team
as Audit Senior. Ramon has experience with a Big 4
firm providing services to public and private companies.
He has a strong background in technical issues
such as Revenue Recognition as well as substantial
experience with SOX-related work and understanding
and applying the COSO framework. His experience
includes technology, utilities, and financial
services industries.
Ramon received his Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting from Menlo
College, Atherton CA in 2018. He is fluent in Spanish. Welcome Aboard, Ramon.

“I’M BACK...HI, IT’S DUANE”
And we at Swenson Advisors are so glad to welcome
back Duane Grant as Lease Accounting Manager. Prior
to being with Swenson from 2019-2021, Duane had 27
years of accounting and finance experience specializing
in treasury operations. He has held the role of Treasurer
and Assistant Treasurer for non-profit entities. While at
Swenson, Duane was instrumental in Swenson Advisors’
successful implementation of ASC 842 lease accounting
projects and, as a team member of AccountLeaseTM,
contributed to the growth of that sector.
Duane received his degree in Business Administration, Accounting from California State
University, Los Angeles and is a member of the Association of Financial Professionals.
Welcome back, Duane.
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GRANDKIDS’ CORNER
Margo, the “newest
member of the Swenson
Advisors team” is the
granddaughter of Joel
and Sherrie Colbourn
and just celebrated her
first birthday.

Steve and Gail Austin’s
grandchildren, Raul, Jr.
and Anastasia Gonzalez
joined with their parents,
Steve and Gail’s daughter
and son-in-law, Raul, Sr.
and Stephanie Gonzalez,
and the rest of the Austin
family for the Christmas
holiday festivities.

And Jim and Barbara LoPresti win the Swenson prize
for having the greatest number of grandchildren.
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LET’S TALK ABOUT “DREAMING BIG”

Every year I like to challenge the
members of the firm to read a book that
will expand their horizons and thinking
during their extended Christmas break.
Bob Goff, who authors some fascinating
books for professionals, e.g. Love Does,
is based in San Diego, and we had a
chance to talk with him by phone at the
Christmas Lunch.
Everyone was asked to apply one or
more of the ideas in his latest book,
Dream Big, to their personal lives and
goals for the firm. On January 5th, we
shared thoughts and ideas. A healthy
exercise for all.
– Steve Austin

Learn more and get your copy at www.BobGoff.com/read
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FOUNDATION UPDATE
Building Faith.
Changing Lives.
Swenson Children’s Foundation is very grateful to its supporters and donors, enabling the
Foundation to connect with and give back to the community.

As its Christmas Outreach 2021, the Foundation was able to provide more than 200
children with a warm pair of pajamas. Sarah Frohman, Executive Director of the Swenson
Children’s Foundation worked together with the East County Transitional Living Center
(ECTLC) to organize the event.
The Foundation is looking
forward to sponsoring more
experiences like this for
many more children in
the future.
Look out for event updates
on the Foundation website.
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FOUNDATION UPDATE CONT.
CHRISTMAS OUTREACH 2021 WAS A HUGE SUCCESS.
The children were delighted to receive their PJs and enjoyed hot cocoa and snacks. A
highlight of the evening was singing Christmas songs with El Cajon’s mayor, Bill Wells.
The event concluded with a showing of the classic movie, “The Grinch.”

A Full Service Accounting Firm
with Global Capabilities

MEMBERS OF:

www.SwensonAdvisors.com
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